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Though a lot has been said about L2 acquisition and learners’ output, there is still much to be done in terms of 

research pertaining to the cognitive part of eye movement based on the nature of the target language (TL) within the 

process of learning. Thus, eye movement according to the nature of L2 can be a challenge that learners might face. 

Arab EFL, or ESP learners might find it more difficult, taking into consideration the nature of the script of their 

Arabic language mother tongue (MT) going from right to left, and being a total opposite of all Anglo Saxon scripts 

(left to right). The following article tries to focus on the input process of Arab learners while trying to adapt to, or 

learn English as a foreign language, and find out if the paradox of eye movement which is left to right vs. right to 

left, (in the case of EFL/ESP learning), has any impact on these particular learners’ actual output and performance.  
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Introduction 
Though it has been claimed that lexical access cannot be the “engine” driving eye movements during 

reading, and that when and where the eyes move are instead primarily determined by visual and oculomotor 
factors (Reilly & O’Regan, 1998), there are yet other claims that eye movement in reading scripts can be 
subject to habit formation. Burrhus Frederic Skinner (March 20, 1904–August 18, 1990), commonly known as 
B. F. Skinner, considered free will an illusion and human action dependent on consequences of previous actions. 
If the consequences are bad, there is a high chance that the action will not be repeated; if the consequences are 
good, the actions that led to it being repeated become more probable. Skinner called this process as “the 
principle of reinforcement”. Skinner, also called the use of reinforcement to strengthen behavior operant 
conditioning, and he considered the rate of response to be the most effective measure of response strength. To 
study operant conditioning, he invented the operant conditioning chamber, also known as the Skinner Box, and 
to measure rate, he invented the cumulative recorder. Using these tools, he and C. B. Ferster produced his most 
influential experimental work, which appeared in the book Schedules of Reinforcement. His theory of “habit 
formation” can be advocated to justify the behavior of Arab learners when it comes to “Left-Right” eye 
movement practice while learning English. This unusual way (to these specific learners) of looking at a script 
(from left to right) may cause difficulty to many of them if not properly trained and tackled at an early stage 
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and probably adopted as a reinforced habitual process and behavior. In general, we as humans tend to make 
approximately 250,000 eye movements each day. Some of those movements are unconscious or intentional, 
while others are controlled and purposefully geared towards a specific focal point or target, such as in the case 
of reading a text or a written passage. 

Ancient Muslim linguists, and mainly the Arab ones, have pointed out that there is in fact a serious 
difficulty for an Arab learner to deal with Anglo-Saxon scripts and especially at the beginning stages of 
learning. It was also noticed even during the era of translating scientific and literary works and philosophy of 
the Greek thinkers and philosophers, that the fact of looking at those scripts and going from left to right was 
somehow confusing and slowing the pace of reading, or writing. 

A Linguistic Background Overview of Arabic Language 
Like the language of any other civilization, the Arabic language is often associated with the Arab world. 

However, due to the geopolitical situation associated with Muslim civilization and to the modern technology 
invasion, especially over this 21st century, more and more people are curious about knowing about this 
language or even formally learning it. In fact, statistics show a great escalating demand for learning the Arabic 
language, the number of universities and institutions incorporating the teaching of Arabic in their programs, 
which has noticeably increased since the start of the Gulf war in the 90s. Moreover, due to the influence of 
Islam, the Arabic alphabet is one of the most widespread writing systems in the world, found in large parts of 
Africa, Western and Central Asia, as well as in ethnic communities in East Asia, Europe, and the Americas. 
While originally used to write the Arabic language, the Arabic alphabet has been adopted by other groups to 
write their own languages, such as Persian, Pashto, Urdu, and more (for more information on this subject, see the 
following link: (http://www.ancientscripts.com/arabic.html). 

According to the same source, although Arabic inscriptions are the most common after the birth of Islam 
(7th century CE), the origin of the Arabic alphabet lies deeper in time. The Nabataeans, which established a 
kingdom in what is modern-day Jordan from the 2nd century BCE, were Arabs. They wrote with a highly 
cursive Aramaic-derived alphabet that would eventually evolve into the Arabic alphabet. The Nabataeans 
endured until the year 106 CE, when they were conquered by the Romans, but Nabataean inscriptions continue 
to appear until the 4th century CE, coinciding with the first inscriptions in the Arabic alphabet (which is also 
found in Jordan). 

Unlike any other language, Arabic, generally speaking, has two variants to its alphabet: Kufic and Naskhi. 
The Kufic script is angular, which was most likely a product of inscribing on hard surfaces such as wood or 
stone, while the Naskhi script is much more cursive. The Kufic script appears to be the older of the scripts, as it 
was common in the early history of Islam, and used for the earliest copies of the Qur'an. We have to notice here 
that by the 11th century the Naskhi script appeared and started to gradually replace the Kufic script and started 
also to become the most popular script for copying not only the Qur'an, but other secular works as well as 
personal and literary writings among Arabs and those who adopted Arabic as their second, or foreign language. 
It is also important to note here that from the Naskhi script that the modern Arabic script style developed. 

One more interesting feature that probably makes Arabic unique is not only in its phonological and vocalic 
sounds, but it has other features which are the multiple forms of a single letter. Depending on where in a word a 
letter appears, it could appear as an initial form (beginning of word), final form (end of word), or medial form 
(anywhere else). In addition, if the word has only one letter, then the isolated form is used. This in itself is a 
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challenge not only to Arab learners, but to non-Arabic-speakers learners as well. However, learning English 
script is also a difficult task. As you know, the English alphabet is far from being a regular and consistent 
system of representing all the sounds in English. For instance, think of the letter groups such as “ough” as well 
as others and what sound would they produce or stand for.  

We also have to note that even modern technology is incorporating Arabic language in its world of 
inventions due to the impact of business and the need of a vast audience of customers in trade. For example, 
Twitter is making the Internet a more non-English-friendly place. Twitter now comes in 28 
languages—including Arabic, Farsi, Hebrew, and Urdu, which are written from right-to-left. In fact, it has long 
supported right-to-left text from users, but it now has instructions and can also display “hashtags” from 
right-to-left as well. 

Early Inherited Challenges for Arab EFL/ESP Learners 
It is very evident that it is not easy for a person whose mother tongue is Arabic, and who has been trained 

to read the cluster of letters staring from right to left, to quickly adapt to a new pattern of scripts that 
necessitates starting from left to right. This controversy may persist and stay with learners even at later stages 
of their studies. It is also very common, for example, to come across students (even at university level in the 
Gulf area) who might unintentionally be using their note books that they are using for English writing or note 
recording purposes (such as core lessons, or lecture notes), yet they are using them starting from right to left 
(even if their note books are actually with Arabic right-side margins!!!). When students are asked about that, 
the common response often heard is: “I am used to it”. This in itself reinforces—to a great extent—the “habit 
formation” process advocated by Skinner. Moreover, young Arab learners usually start with the alphabet of 
their mother tongue language (Arabic). In North African countries such as Morocco, Algeria, and Tunisia, 
young students are not exposed to the second language alphabet (French) until they reach the 3rd grade. This is 
still debatable, because the majority of private schools are nowadays introducing both Arabic and French from 
day one in primary schooling and claiming that it is to the advantage of these young learners to face those 
challenges at an early stage. The Ministry of Education in those countries insists that mastery of the Arabic 
alphabet should take place first, and once it is realized during the first two years, young students or pupils can 
be exposed to other languages, bearing in mind, of course, the complexity of the Arabic script. Both opinions 
are supported by research, scientifically grounded advocacy and justification. 

Input Process Difficulties 
As Neufeld (1979) states so succinctly, the ultimate goal in second language learning research is to 

develop a model that explains how and why student performance varies in different learning tasks. Therefore, 
researchers emphasize the fact that reading and writing tasks remain the most critical areas in TL field. Not 
only because they both heavily depend on mastery of grammar and vocabulary, but they also depend on several 
other complex factors related to the phonological, morphological, syntactic and semantic form of the language, 
the cognitive parts on behalf of the learner, and most importantly the linguistic and paralinguistic factors and 
constituents of the learner’s mother tongue language (such as the learner’s socio-cultural background). 
According to Ajai P. Singh (2005 unpublished notes—passed on to me in Muscat, Oman, by the author 
himself), it is stated that, in natural settings, it is normally expected that the human head rocks from left to right 
while reading, or writing any text of an Anglo-Saxon language or script such as English. Consequently, the 
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human mind draws sequential components or patterns of learning and understanding (assimilating meanings 
associated with the cluster of symbols on paper) to derive a meaning out of the text information that gets 
constituted by pattern-like neuronal firing in the memory, cognitive and spatial faculties (MCS) or modules. 
Hence, the human brain which subsequently gets trained and systematically coordinates (in a highly 
sophisticated way) with other higher faculties in order to link, or attribute specialized references to those 
symbols or cluster of words. During this rocking movement of the head along with the eyeballs, when the 
mental focus (attention) goes on to the next line to read again from left to right, the brain optical area gets 
signals that do not get entangled with MCS sector or module as the reading is not attempted because the text 
runs into illegible mode. All this process of optical recognition, i.e., head/eye movement, MCS participation is 
a natural and uninterrupted process for an English reader, having an innate acumen of long historical practice 
since a very early age (ibid.). This process does not seem to be a difficult task since the person has gone 
through a stage of natural habit formation that becomes a habitual mechanical process. Some researchers go on 
to a further level of discussion in this regard, to even advocate that this process itself may be genetic as well 
(this of course would need further, deeper research that looks at a large segment of population, cross-checking 
via a control group and in various locations or communities to prove its validity).  

To come back to the reading practice, we can say that making sense of what you read is no doubt a 
cognitive practice that varies from one person to another in terms of time and fixation span and comprehension. 
In other words, there are people who cannot generate meaning from a text by separating its constituents and 
using the process of fragmentation, i.e., looking at all small details to build up that full picture (those people 
may be referred to as “field independent”), but they will rather generate meaning or reference only (and 
probably only if) they look at the whole picture or text (these people may be referred to as “field dependent”). 
Moreover, psychological research literature on field independence indicates that a field-independent person 
possesses enhanced cognitive restructuring abilities, while a field-dependent individual is likely to possess 
well-developed interpersonal skills. Furthermore, it was hypothesized that field independence would be related 
to the acquisition of linguistic competence, and that field dependence would be related to the acquisition of 
communicative competence. In other words, field independence will be looking at the linguistic details 
pertaining to the pattern or cluster of words that would help the learners to attribute a semantic meaning to 
those patterns, hence helping them in attaining linguistic knowledge or acquisition. However, the dependent 
field would rather be the motor assisting the learner to produce meaningful output as a form of acquired 
performance. As Ajai P. Singh clarified, taking an example of an abstract painting, the onlooker, after an initial 
glimpse, settles for the first recognition component to get a clue to understand the complete art (picture). Then 
he looks for other components, or sectors in the art to make a complete mental picture or pattern for deriving a 
logical sense of information and thereafter for an emotional response through appreciation of any degree. What 
makes a clear mental picture of what we see or read then, can be derived by following two distinct cognitive 
streams of processes relying on either a holistic approach, or a fragmented approach. Therefore, if the picture or 
sequence of patterns is a little complicated, overlapped, or cress-crossed, the initial clues—and later more 
connecting clues—are probed to form the complete mental picture for drawing some sense out of it. So, the 
main objective of simple observation is recognition to make the object in question recognizable to get some 
meaning/understanding for the purpose of knowledge, or acquisition. However, other than in common reading 
process, for the majority of the population, and in general, people tend to use different directions with their eyes 
(as illustrated by the map below). It indicates what kind of imaginative process is going on in someone’s brain 
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when their eyes point in a particular direction. Researchers have come out with ways of how to interpret eye 
movement as a body language. As some interesting examples, as stated by Jordan Lejuwaan (unspecified date 
on website), for example, if you see someone looking down-right, you could recognize the internal dialogue 
and ask them what they are thinking about. Or if you see someone looking up to the right or left, you could ask 
what they are trying to remember. Also, and most interestingly, the author suggests a surprising way to detect 
lies, i.e., if you ask your (person in your life) where he/she was last night and they look to the left, you know 
that they are constructing an answer, not remembering one! Hence they are lying. The following Figure 1 
shows the different possible eye movements a person can do depending on the context or situation:  

 

 
Figure 1. What kind of imaginative process is going on in someone’s brain when their eyes point in a particular 
direction (created by Jordan Lejuwaan, adapted and adjusted by author).1 

 

However, an Arab student whose optical adjustment with head/eye movement, MCS is by birth tuned in 
reverse order, right to left, (as seen by Anglo-Saxon language speakers), i.e., recognizing linguistic patterns 
especially, or any form of art or any kind English material, he would probably look at it at first glance from 
right to left. As such when an Arab student reads English passages—the unconscious jolt creates some 
subconscious barriers that restrict the smooth propagation of neuronal impulses that could normally occur due 
to head/eye, MCS coordinated passage pattern. This interrupted process influences the reading recognition 
understanding capabilities of Arabs in terms of speed, fluency of language and complete orientation of mental 
processing for assimilation of the holistic meaning attributed to the text. It then starts reflecting in the 
performance and learning outputs of the subject and the theme of the reading material is never totally 
assimilated. Moreover, when grammar and hard words are becoming more lofty obstacles, it does develop 
apathy and personal restrictions for giving more room for practice and perfecting in learning English language. 
Furthermore, Arab learners (especially in the Gulf area) tend to face difficulties in differentiating between some 
English letter sounds such as: “p” and “b” and “f” and “v”. Since “p” and “v” do not exist in the Arabic 
alphabet, many students tend to pause when they see them in a word and release them as “b” and “f” (causing 
confusion and misunderstanding to the listener). This leads them to a larger perceptual time span and fixation of 
sight, and to the monitoring status impeding the normal flow of communication and utterances as expected. 

How to Overcome Eye Left to Right Movement Difficulties 
To overcome the above mentioned problem of learning English for Arab learners, and mainly left to right 

eye movement, special physical, psychological and mental focusing exercises and procedures are recommended 
                                                        
1 Vc: Visual Construct; Vr: Visual Recall; Ac: Auditory Construct; Ar: Auditory Recall; K: Kinesthetic; Ai: Auditory Internal 
Dialogue. 
Note: This is for right handed people only. For left-handers, simply switch left and right! 
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to reorient the reading/writing abilities among Arab EFL learners. Novice teachers must be oriented and trained 
in that respect. This may be time consuming exercise, but would surely transform the predisposed mental 
involuntary habit of reading and recognizing patterns that are written from left to right, and would help to 
recognize and understand the new pattern of English. Not only that, but this could be experimented by putting 
the learners through several reading and writing activities and drills. Reading activities in small groups or pairs 
would enhance not only the vocalic sounds or accent via speaking, but also train the learners to read much 
faster (going left to right). Consecutive and continuous practice is the key to success in this respect that leads to 
molding students into a habit formation of looking at English scripts from left to right without difficulty. 
Putting training groups on trials and testing them for their recognizing, understanding and reading speed skills 
with the percentage of correctness, is another way of helping learners to overcome those difficulties. Excessive 
writing drills are a key factor to overcoming those problems as well. 

Furthermore, reading eye movements are saccadic eye movements, i.e., when reading, we make a series of 
fixation-saccade-fixation sequences. Generally, each word is fixated, slightly to the left of the center of the 
word. Larger words will have multiple fixations within them. The average duration of each fixation is about 
250 msec in the case of a mature reader. As expected, it is much larger in beginning readers (> 500 msec). 
Therefore, reading practice should be gradual from smaller to larger passages. However, beginning learners 
must start with the alphabet and word formation before they move on to sentence level. Hence, novice learners 
should not be exposed to larger reading passages before mastering the basic skills of putting the letters together 
(from left to right), generating their meaning, and being able to put them in the right syntactic order in the 
process of writing, with the assumption that there is a tight link between eye-movement control and language 
processing during reading, i.e., language processing determines when and/or where the eyes move. 

Conclusion and Recommendations 
It is evidently clear that eye movements reflect moment-by-moment cognitive processing demands during 

reading (e.g., Just & Carpenter, 1987). Target language learners, such as Arab learners trying to adapt to the 
English language script, for example, may find it very challenging especially at early stages of their learning 
journey (that is, adjust their eye movement to accommodate the text difficulty level and starting from left to 
right direction). Though there are two theoretical “camps” that represent the extremes, or end-points, of a 
theoretical continuum regarding eye movement in dealing with left to right direction, the best available 
evidence suggests a more intermediate position, in which language processing primarily controls when the eyes 
move, while visual processing and properties of the oculomotor system control where the eyes move (Reichle, 
Pollatsek, Fisher, & Rayner, 1998). Therefore, adjusting to a new type of language that necessities a contrary 
eye movement (such as left to right for Arab learners while learning English) is subject to several difficulties or 
obstacles such as:  

 The eyes (and mind) do not seem to move smoothly across the page (unlike while they are reading Arabic 
scripts), where they should be only stopping (or reversing) when they pause to think or when they encounter 
some difficulty understanding what they are reading. 

 Possibility of having a high rate of fixation (especially when the spacing gets higher). 
 Left and right boundaries of the perceptual span may be constituted differently, i.e., for Arab learners 

trying to adjust their reading process to the English script, may realize that the left boundary is defined by the 
beginning (i.e., left edge) of the word that is being fixated, while the right boundary is defined by the number of 
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visible letters (for further insight regarding this fact, see for example Radach & McConkie (1998)). The 
allocation of attention and the perceptual span might be quite obvious if you watch Arab learners trying to read 
English texts. 

 Inconsistency regarding the spelling of words in English and the phenomenon of “silent” letters. 
 The English alphabet is far from being a regular and consistent system of representing all the sounds in 

English. 
 Inexistence of the letter sound “p” and “v” in Arabic. 

Finally, it is highly recommended that Arab learners of EFL/ESP English courses must spend a quite large 
amount of time in practicing reading and writing via individual and group activities. Eye movement direction 
can be adjusted allowing learners to save time of perceptual span, and gain speed, energy, and the mind to 
visualize comprehensive pictures and accurate perception. Teachers must also bear in mind that most normal 
humans acquire a basic competence in their first language, second language learners display great variability in 
the level of proficiency they attain in the new tongue. Hence, Arab learners must gradually be exposed to 
different types of word sequences, different syntactic options, and different clusters of words at sentence level, 
paragraph level, and lengthy passages, but using a step-by-step process of exposure to ensure improvement of 
left to right visual reading speed, comprehension, and mastery of new vocabulary and spelling. 
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